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“Record of the Little Elmore Twin Sisters by Eunice Fitch”
In 1888, nearly 120 years ago, two tiny girls, each with long blond ringlets and
round blue eyes, began singing and dancing their way across the country. The sisters,
Jennie and Mamie Elmore (billed as twins but in fact a year apart), spent much of the
next 20 years on trains, moving from town to town at a rapid clip, stopping at theaters
great and small, to perform plays written by their mother, Eunice Fitch, and others. They
were wonderful entertainers. By the time they were eight and nine years old, the girls
could attract huge crowds. Police were sometimes needed to keep the crowds in check.
During one two week period in 1894, the Elmore sisters gave 17 standing-room-only
performances with an average attendance of 1450 people—several hundred above the
seating capacity of the house—for a total audience of 24,600 (Fitch 2: Morning Herald,
19 Jan 1894).
Business was not always stellar, however, and there were times
the family truly struggled. In 1889, Eunice—who not only
wrote plays but also performed alongside her children—began
recording her family’s ups and downs in a date book. At first,
her notes were simple—she logged the towns they visited, with
a casual mention here and there of the weather or their audience. Over time, her entries
became more detailed and, on occasion, somewhat personal. She wrote most often about
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business—was it good or bad, and why? How much did they earn? Would the theater
accommodate their elaborate scenery? She might depict the hotel, which could be
“comfortable” or “unhealthy.” She might note a kind word, a welcoming crowd, or an
outstanding performance. Or—she might describe drunken stagehands, finagling
shysters, or towns that would remain marked in her memory by “skull and crossbones
(Fitch 1).”
With motherly devotion, she kept careful records of her girls’
accomplishments, clipping hundreds of newspaper notices over
several years. Reviews from the 1893-1894 theatrical season,
which may have been especially successful, were pasted into a
large and impressively crowded black scrapbook. The album also
contains professional photographs of the sisters in costume, as well as articles regarding
their employer at the time, the Waite Comedy Company. Waite’s Rules and Regulations
are provided at the end (Fitch 1).
Taken together, the scrapbook and diaries paint a remarkable portrait of the young
sisters, who were clearly most talented. In addition, they offer tantalizing peeks into the
heart of Eunice Fitch, who worked hard, both on behalf of her children and as an artist in
her own right. Finally, they provide revealing details about the lives of actors at the turn
of the 20th century.
Mamie Elmore was my grandmother and a theatrical charmer to the end of her
days, at age 91. She was always especially healthy, a fact she attributed to the years she
spent dancing (and which she proudly recounted—in her late eighties—while performing
a soft shoe). As her fortunate descendent, and with my own particular interest in health
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advocacy, I decided to review these precious family documents with an eye toward health
related matters. Perhaps not surprisingly, there are a multitude of references to illness and
injury. In addition, the papers contain indirect clues to the working conditions of
traveling actors—conditions that surely impacted their physical well-being. I came away
with a great sense of actors’ lives, and the strength it took to live them.
One Man in His Time Plays Many Parts
What were the specific health concerns of actors at the end of the 19th century?
Actually, in a number of respects, their lifestyles were remarkably similar to those of
performers today. Now, actors search continually for work, which, when found, is usually
short-term. Competition is exceptionally intense compared to other occupations, even for
low-paying jobs, and bouts of unemployment are common. The unpredictable nature of
the acting profession can be extremely stressful (although of course creatively fulfilling).
Once hired, actors work long, irregular hours. They travel frequently and may, while on
location, encounter harsh weather and difficult physical terrain. But then, actors need
strength and stamina wherever they work. Costumes can be heavy; lights can be hot.
Maneuvering through theater stages or studio lots necessitates physical dexterity.
Rehearsals help, since they familiarize actors with sets and props as much as lines and
characters, hopefully preventing accidents. Players require strong voices to carry well
through a theater. Oftentimes, actors perform special exercises to avert both vocal and
other physical injuries. In addition, they need regular breaks to avoid heat exhaustion and
dehydration (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
Similarly, erratic finances, irregular schedules, long hours, and environmental
conditions like weather and physical terrain (both indoors and out) were stressful for the
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19th century actor. Occupational hazards like heat,
dehydration, and set-related injuries were likewise very
real threats—more so, really, since technical support
systems in theaters, on trains and even at hotels were
still immature. Most importantly, unlike performers
today, actors of yesteryear did not have the benefit of
unions or other centralized, institutional authorities protecting their financial and safety
interests. Pressure was exacerbated by prejudice against the profession, which was
pronounced, especially since President Lincoln’s assassination at the hands of an actor
(Actors’ Fund, “History,”/McArthur 2000, 87-88).
Indeed, an unstable economic existence, made worse through discrimination and
inadequate professional safeguards, may well have been the greatest threat to actors’
physical well being in the late 1800s. Fortunately, by the end of the century, performers
not only recognized this danger but took significant steps to meet it head on. Let’s
examine some of these issues in more detail, and through the eyes of Eunice, Jennie and
Mamie.
All the World’s a Stage
Like many thespians of their era, the Elmore sisters and their
mother Eunice were in and out of countless towns in the blink of
an eye. Were it not for reporters’ reviews, constituting written
proof, the family came and went so quickly you might wonder if
their presence was real or imagined. Eunice logged innumerable
visits—a seemingly endless list of cities and towns, night after
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night, month after month, for years on end. In 1900, for example, they performed in 71
towns from August through October, moving through Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas. They took breaks from time to time, it’s true:
some planned, some caused by unexpected cancellations due to poor business. But the
relentless march from place to place must have been exhausting (Fitch 1).
They were not alone. While a fortunate few had steady work and settled living
conditions in metropolitan stock companies, most 19th century players lived on road tours
for eight to ten months at a stretch (if they were lucky) or until the show failed (if they
were not). It was not unusual to travel vast distances, and companies that specialized in
one night stands saw even more territory (McArthur 2000, 62).
Train travel made this possible. Some companies were large and
successful enough to warrant their own lavish cars. Most actors,
however, traveled coach with everyone else and the schedule was
taxing. They would perform, wake early the next day, cart their
heavy bags to the station, ride for hours or days to the next locale
and perform again (McArthur 2000, 62). Of note: the Fitch date books are filled with
references to scenery—Eunice often noted whether theaters could lodge the pieces. The
sets, props and costumes involved must have been elaborate, and the scrapbook indicates
several different plays could be performed during one engagement. Moving scenery so
frequently must have been a laborious, even risky undertaking. “Used all scenery with
very hard work,” Eunice wrote on September 18, 1902 (Fitch 1).
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Road tours therefore required endurance. Sleep might be irregular, food might be
unavailable or poor (“A good square meal, the first for weeks,” commented Eunice in
January, 1892), and weather could cause significant problems (McArthur 2000, 64):
Rain started to fall in the morning, increasing to a heavy downpour lasting all night, completely
destroying all chance for business (Fitch 1, September 1902).
Very stormy weather, and on account of water, the electric lights went out in the town. Theatre lighted
by gas (Fitch 1, November 1902).

“Oh the deadly dullness of these dusty places,” Eunice wrote on November 20,
1891. The pace was unrelenting, and there was never a respite, not even for illness
(McArthur 2000, 64). “Mamie sick,” noted Eunice in December, 1893. “Bad cold,
earache, could hardly work.” And in September, 1902:
Mamie fainted dead away and I was horribly frightened. We sent for a doctor. Mr. Coste lifted Mamie up
and laid her flat on the floor. She revived and gave her entire performance (Fitch 1).

Indeed, those who were sick had little choice but to keep going. “Disappointed in
everything,” bemoaned Eunice on August 10, 1991. “Would not have remained but for
indebtedness. Sick most of the time.” The challenges of road life were particularly acute
for young women, who not only wanted stamina but also had to protect themselves from
“stage door Johnnies” and others who might accost them (McArthur 2000, 64). “Stage
hands a lot of lobsters,” exclaimed Eunice in April, 1902. “Caught them peeping into our
dressing rooms through rat-holes in the floor. Bessie threw water at them (Fitch 1).”
Both traveling actors and those ensconced in particular locales put a great deal of
effort into their craft. Schedules were rigorous; many performances were required.
Theatrical companies often offered 12 shows a week. In addition, numerous plays were
produced, necessitating much memorization (McArthur 2000, 8).
Players were subject to the whims of their managers, whose personalities might
be less than pleasant, increasing stress with excessive demands as to scheduling, for
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example, or neglecting to pay on time (Harding 1929, 8/McArthur 2000, 63). “Here we
come to grief,” wrote Eunice on January 16, 1892. “Leslie Davis…sends me just ten
dollars—among strangers—two children.” But managers were not the only people who
determined the quality of actors’ lifestyles—each theater had different employees, each
hotel had different proprietors, and each audience had different reactions. Auditoriums
might be ill-equipped, while hotels and dressing rooms might be dirty or cold (Harding
1929, 8-9).
Cellar dressing rooms flooded with water. Men had dressing rooms built on stage (Fitch 1, 19 March
1902).
Fair rooms uncomfortably cold, no steam, table ridiculously scant, starvation rations. Hotel run by
woman—an old “penny-grabber” (Fitch 1, April 1902).
Electric lights went out about 7:30 and had to give the show with a few kerosene lamps to light us.
Audience cold. Jennie was sick and for the first time in two seasons the girls cut out their specialty (Fitch
1, April 1902).
Here is where, because it is so cold and gloomy, I ask in pleading tones: “Is your steam-heat on?” and the
landlord replied in a very business-like way “no Mamm and it won’t be on for a week.” He was a
cheerful dog anyway. The girls asked to be shown to their rooms and he said “well you can go and look
at them but I don’t suppose you will like them.” And yet we stayed and paid him a $1.50 for the privilege
(Fitch 1, 3 October 1902).

The reverse could also be true, of course. The family encountered kindness and
efficiency as well as adversity. But bad temperaments were more than merely
unpleasant—for Eunice, at least, they were often the harbingers of economic bad luck.
Theater owners tried to gyp her out of fairly earned wages on more than one occasion
(“Proprietor of this theatre a dead-beat”), or failed to advertise the show adequately in
advance, causing poor ticket sales. “We arrived in Dixon with just $3.00 in the treasury
and no prospects. Not one sheet of paper up. Gentlemen of the Co. got out and hustled,
passed heralds and pasted ‘to-nights’ (Fitch 1, 17-18 September 1902).”
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All That Glisters Is Not Gold
Jennie and Mamie were born at a time when actors were not formally organized.
Like them, most performers were employed by independent stock companies that either
toured or were based in individual cities. Actors’ relationships with management were
loose and informal, and there was no central association or institution where issues like
health, safety, financial security or employer-employee relations could be addressed.
When problems arose, players were likely to leave one company for another, if possible,
rather than attempt to affect change (McArthur 2000, 87-88). An entry by Eunice in
January, 1892 conveys the insecurity of this lifestyle with poignancy: “I want this
Company to last (Fitch 1).” Without professional safeguards or resources, actors were
very much at risk. They might well be stranded in unfamiliar territory. Many faced
financial ruin as a result of illness or when they approached retirement (Harding 1929,
8/McArthur 2000, 87-88).
Actors needn’t have faced economic devastation to be continually concerned
about their financial well-being. Opportunities, when available, were seasonal and might
change abruptly, depending on the success of the show. Contractual agreements between
managers and players, which were not standardized, were capricious, subject to frequent
dispute and even legal battles (Harding 1929, 7/McArthur 2000, 21-22). It was common
for producers to take advantage of actors; for example, they would refuse to pay for
rehearsal time, but call for unlimited rehearsals (Actors’ Equity, “Historical
Overview”/Harding 1929, 7).
Despite the challenges encountered by entertainers, it was an increasingly popular
profession, which served to increase competition to ruthless levels. Unemployment was
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high. The 1900 United States Census reported that 39.1% of female and 27.8% of male
actors were unemployed—more than any other professional occupation (McArthur 2000,
22). For working actors, salaries may have averaged $875 a year—a modest, middle-class
amount. Stars, then as now, could make vast sums. There was also a class that seemed
able to count on reliable work and steady income. But most lived an unstable life, and
were continually scrambling to survive (McArthur 2000, 25-26). “Tried to get something
to do,” said Eunice in January, 1892. “Things look pretty blue. Got an offer to work on
Sacketts’ circuit…that gives us a little hope (Fitch 1).” A player who had struggled for
years might suddenly find himself the toast of the town, while another who had been
employed constantly might be cast aside, no longer of interest. Financial security for
actors was never certain (McArthur 2000, 48).
The Nature of the Sickness Found
The rigors of road travel, which some found exhilarating, drove others to
substance abuse. Drunken actors were unfortunately quite common and ruined many a
performance (McArthur 2000, 65). Waite’s Rules and Regulations contained the followed
edict:
For drinking beer or other intoxicating liquor onstage or in dressing room during performance first
offense $1, second offense $5, third offense $5. For bringing, or causing to be brought, or having beer or
other intoxicating liquor, on stage or in dressing rooms during performance, first offense $2, second
offense $5, third offense week’s salary. For being intoxicated at any time during performance, a fine of
$5, or of a week’s salary, or dismissal without notice and without railroad fares at the option of the
management (Fitch 2).

Loneliness may have led some to alcoholism. For others, the stimulating effect
served to increase energy during performances. Drugs were also an issue; ads in
professional trade papers offered cures for opium and morphine addictions (McArthur
2000, 65). Several entries in Eunice’s date books reflect this phenomenon:
Theatre poor, stage hands all drunk. Ladies’ dressing room door broken and would not close. Suffered
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severely with headache (Fitch 1, 7 January 1902).
Mr. Walls drunkenness also hurt business (Fitch 1, 9 October 1902).

Syphilis was another common health problem among performers; many well
known players developed the mental health issues associated with the illness and later
died. For example, Tony Hart, John McCullough and Maurice Barrymore were all driven
gradually mad by syphilis. McCullough was known for his large, well-built frame and
energetic parts but began showing signs of the disease and was eventually heckled off the
stage, accused of being a drunkard, when he forgot his lines. He was committed to an
insane asylum and died several years later (McArthur 2000, 65-66.)
Actors were of course subject to the common (and not so common) ills that afflict
us all. Eunice would often comment on the short-lived afflictions that beset her family
and her colleagues. Mamie came down with the measles, for example, in March of 1894.
These episodes would usually necessitate lying low in a hotel room if possible;
sometimes the doctor was called.
Was so sick and exhausted that I was compelled to keep to my bed all day. Breakfast and supper brought
up—charges 50 cents (Fitch 1, 16 March 1902).
This night I was taken violently ill with a sickness that lasted all week. Diphtheria, or something like it,
being the cause (Fitch 1, 23 June 1902).
Mamie so hoarse she could not speak aloud, and did not sing a note (Fitch 1, 18 September 1902).

However, Eunice also endured two particularly harrowing experiences, one
involving Mamie and one involving her young son (and the sisters’ half brother)
Edmund, who was born several years after the girls and was also a performer. On January
5, 1903, when Mamie was 18, her mother reported that she was “very sick.” A doctor
was called on the 8th, who diagnosed her with “the grippe,” or influenza. On the 12th,
Eunice said “Mamie is too ill to work, and stays in bed.” A day later: “Mamie is so ill we
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were obliged to place her in the Sanitarium.” In the theatrical tradition, Eunice and Jennie
remained on the road with the Company while Mamie was hospitalized. They received
frequent, near daily, reports regarding her condition (how remains a mystery; at least
once by way of a letter from the doctor) until finally, on February 3, they “Received a
letter by Mamie’s own hand.” On the 11th, word arrived that “Mamie sits up for the first
time.” She was discharged from the hospital on February 24th, after which she stayed
with relatives to further her recovery. During this time, Jennie and another member of the
cast became ill and the show was forced to close for a week. Mamie returned on March
17, making “everybody happy (Fitch 1).”
Edmund came close to death later that same year. “Edmund succumbs to fever,
Eunice wrote sparsely on August 11, 1903. On the 14th: “Dr. Westfall called in,
pronounces Edmund’s illness critical.” The entry was followed by a new duet, “the words
of which I wrote while sitting up nights with Edmund.” On the 20th, an (unidentified)
article appeared in Eunice’s date book entitled “Drama in One Act.” It portrayed Eunice’s
private sorrow as though she were a character in a play for everyone’s amusement (see
attached). Eunice and her second husband were embroiled in divorce and custody
proceedings, and there was a dramatic confrontation with lawyers at Edmund’s bedside.
Edmund slowly recovered, and Eunice never wrote of these trials except with respect to
her boy’s health, but she did note on September 8 “business bad on account of newspaper
items concerning my visit to Edmund, which read as if Company was laid off this night
instead of last evening.” Again, Eunice continued to work as often as possible while
Edmund was sick. On September 10th: “Great disaster on Edmund’s account. I send
numerous telegrams to doctors, nurses, etc.” According to a newspaper account in The
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Bulletin the day before, Eunice was told Edmund was close to death and she would have
to “Come at once if you hope to see your son alive,” which she did. Another undated
article appeared in the date book on September 24: “Mrs. Eunice Fitch…made a flying
trip between theatre hours to see her son who was ill…The boy was better and Mrs. Fitch
arrived in Bloomington in time for the performance (Fitch 1).” It must have been terribly
difficult to endure her child’s sickness and her own personal traumas as the public
watched and judged—an aspect of illness unique to celebrities. Why she continued to
work is hard to say, except perhaps the income was essential, especially in view of her
pending divorce.
If a major player became ill, the livelihoods of everyone in the company might be
called into question. In 1913, Kitty Gordon, star of The Enchantress, “collapsed in a heap
on the stage.” As a result, the entire run was cancelled and every associated employee
was out of work (Harding 1929, 4). Also, if there was disease in a community, the cast
might be affected: “Small pox scare, business drops accordingly (Fitch 1, 6 July 1903).”
You Do Him Injury
In addition to the relentless stress of life on the road, actors might have accidents
on stage as a direct result of their work. Eunice clipped the following article:
Only a portion of Fred Ellsworth, an actor in Waite’s Comedy Company, will play in Butler this week.
The part which won’t be there used to be the end of one of Mr. Ellsworth’s thumbs, and it severed its
connection with the main body of that gentleman during the play Friday evening. Mr. Ellsworth was
fixing a helmet, when the knife slipped and sliced off the piece of himself above described, and although
the victim afterward fainted, he was able to get through the play without allowing the audience to
discover what had happened (Fitch 2: Tribune Republican, 30 Oct 1893).

Another time, she noted that Jennie had hurt her foot “very badly” while on stage
(Fitch 1, 23 Jan 1903).
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Today, audiences value spectacular special effects; this was also true of 19th
century audiences. Elaborate attempts at realism and drama would occasionally result in
injury. For instance, a play entitled The Girl I Left Behind, performed in New York,
featured a score of horsemen riding onto the stage every night, to rescue a damsel in
distress. One night, the actress was trapped and nearly crushed by the horses. Another
actor sustained significant injuries during his real-life rescue. In Joan of the Shoals, an
actress’s dress was swept into a giant fan, which threatened to shred her as well as her
garment. She screamed and audience members began rushing to her aid. Her leading man
saved in her in the nick of time. The show, in what is clearly a heartfelt tradition, went on
(McArthur 2000, 66).
According to an article clipped by Eunice Fitch, whose source she knew to be
important but was unable to identify, theater fires posed a significant threat to actors (and
their audiences). Eunice became interested in the subject following the famous and
horrifying Iroquois Theatre fire, which occurred in Chicago in 1903 and resulted in over
600 deaths (O’Brien). Soon after the fire, Eunice found a newspaper account, which she
pasted into her 1903 date book, listing 12 theater fire “catastrophes” in both the United
States and Europe from 1836 to the end of the century. These disasters cost a total of
3000 lives. The cause of each fire was provided: lights on the stage were responsible for
most. Gas jets, fireworks and smoking were also culprits (Fitch 1). Indeed, Eunice was
correct to be concerned. The Iroquois Theater had been advertised as totally fireproof.
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Despite a long and tragic history of theater fires, and the development of well-known
precautions to prevent such incidents, the owners of the Iroquois neglected to use
standard safeguards (O’Brien/Witham 1996, 250)—a situation unions might have helped
to prevent, had they been in place at the time.
In the Relief of This Oppressed Child
If adult actors were exhausted by the insistent pace of road travel, the physical
demands of singing and dancing, the jam-packed schedule of shows, the inconsistent
conditions at hotels and theaters, and the emotional ups and downs of a competitive
lifestyle, imagine how a child might feel. Children were subject to all of these pressures
and more. Jennie and Mamie were often praised by critics for their versatile talents,
including their abilities to memorize, but did they ever feel overwhelmed by the
responsibility, or exhausted by the weight on their shoulders?
The Part of ‘Stella’ as portrayed by Jennie Elmore was truly wonderful for a child of 8 years. The little
tot never missed a line nor faltered in her part and she was as natural as life itself (Fitch 2: The
Youngstown Daily Vindicator, 5 Sept 1893).
It is always a little hazardous to introduce children on the stage, for they are prone to forget lines at a
very critical moment, but there is nothing hazardous about introducing the Elmore children (Fitch 2: The
News-Democrat, 30 Sept 1893).
…the Elmore twins, two handsome little girls 8 years of age…assume the leading role with an artistic
skill that would be praiseworthy in artists of years and experience (Fitch 2: Record, 1893).
“Tell me something about your experience—your stage experience, I mean.” “Why, we haven’t had
any experience in anything else,” laughed Jennie. “We have been on since we were three and four years
old (Fitch 1, Daily Mirror and American, 21 April 1899).”

They also worked extremely hard, dancing and singing nearly every day, as their
vigorous schedule, recorded by Eunice with painstaking accuracy, attests. “Matinees will
be given daily for the balance of the engagement” one article proclaimed in 1893 (Fitch
2, The Patriot, 1893). And, as we have seen, illness rarely kept them from performing, at
least to some degree.
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Some child advocates felt children’s developing vocal cords were at particular
risk for damage. Others were concerned about their exposure to smoke-filled
environments, which Congress had announced was harmful (to people of all ages) in
1892. Frequent contact with alcoholics and drug addicts was risky too, both from a moral
standpoint (for some) and a physical one (McArthur 1995/Vey, 63-64). Eliza Clark
danced in saloons at the age of 11 (where she was discovered in 1881); she was known to
drink whiskey and smoke cigarettes herself (Vey, 63-64). My grandmother Mamie was
exposed to addicts; she told me once Eunice had tried to shield her from their influence.
Youngsters were subject to outright exploitation and abuse. Many alarming
reports came to the attention of child advocates at the time; other accounts were
published in newspapers or, later, in biographies. Managers might refuse to pay child
actors. Some were even forsaken on the road when shows did badly (Vey, 63-64).
Many stage parents loved their children and treated them
with care and consideration. Child labor was socially
acceptable at the time; acting may well have improved some
children’s circumstances (McArthur 1995/Vey, 64-65).
Mrs. Crane [that is, Eunice Fitch] takes an occasional part with the
Waite Stock company, but when she isn’t in the cast she finds enough to
do in caring for the children and making their work just as agreeable as possible…Meeting the little
family together, away from the footlights, there is no suggestion of the profession in their appearance
and nothing to make them remarkable from any other American family of good circumstances (Fitch 1,
Daily Mirror and American, 21 April 1899).

Former child actors publicly extolled the benefits of the profession and its lifestyle.
However, young people were also perceived as objects to be controlled more often than
they would be today. Some parents were known to rely on their children for financial
support and even greedily misuse them. Mary Pickford started acting at age four. She
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became the financial backbone of her entire family the following year, when her father
died (McArthur 1995). Buster Keaton, who worked with his mother and father as a child
beginning in 1898, was the victim of dramatic abuse. His alcoholic father was known to
use physical force in his “training” methods for the stage. Once, he kicked Keaton in the
head with such force, the boy lost consciousness for 18 hours. He was on stage
performing two hours after awakening (Vey, 63).
Some children were adopted or even purchased from their parents for use in
shows. Circus and acrobatic acts were particularly notorious. The Miggs children,
Florence and George, were a mere seven and eight years old in 1903 when they were
discovered in a locked closet crawling with rats. An acrobat had adopted them for use in
his act. The little girl had been tortured with hot irons. Her brother’s feet were both
burned; his teeth were knocked out of his head (Vey, 64).
Unfortunately, heartbreaking tales of misuse and cruelty occurred far too often;
they were extensively documented by child advocates who took up the cause, as we shall
see.
Assays of Bias
Actors had long faced discrimination; they were not considered respectable
members of society (McArthur 2000, 87). The prejudice they endured was exacerbated
by particular events that occurred from time to time. President Lincoln’s assassination by
the actor John Wilkes Booth was certainly the most well known (Actors’ Fund,
“History”). But what we might consider a simple thing—a divorcee taking the stage—
could also rouse ire. Especially religious church-goers saw actors as “the devil’s
minions.” Others were more sanguine, believing that performers were engaging in a
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frivolous activity (McArthur 2000, 125). There was also something of a caste system in
place—certain entertainers were considered more acceptable than others. There were
those of the “legitimate” stage (as an adult, Mamie was careful to use this term on her
personal resume) and those whose performances were considered low-class. Drama was
thought to be legitimate, whereas shows featuring spectacles and indelicate language
were deemed “semi-reputable.” Saloon singers, circus performers, street musicians and
variety acts were viewed with particular disdain. Theatrical companies were judged not
only by their shows but by their audiences—if immigrants were present, watching the
performance while smoking and drinking, this reflected poorly on the entire organization
(Vey, 56-57).
Lot of drunks in the gallery, one row while Coste was singing, but I think the audience was pleased with
the show (Fitch 1, 27 November 1902).
Election for and against liquor license took place today, and the “drys” won. Saloon-men were going to
buy out am boxes if they had been victorious, but as they were not, am boxes were empty, as the “dry”
people went to church to celebrate (Fitch 1, 1 December 1902).

How did derogatory attitudes affect the health of actors? Unfortunately,
established charities were known to turn ailing actors away. This was even true of
religious organizations (Actors’ Fund, “History”). Numerous actors coped with poverty,
especially because their work could be irregular or their show might be cancelled. If they
became ill while struggling financially, the results could be disastrous (McArthur 2000,
87). Many were forced to make public appeals in newspapers for assistance (New York
Times).
Actors were routinely denied a proper burial (Actors Fund, “History”), a
phenomenon Eunice noted in her diary. On July 3, 1902, she recounted the following:
In 1871, Joseph [in truth, the name was George] Holland, the English actor, died in New York. Joseph
Jefferson went to a certain church to arrange for the funeral services. The minister said his people would
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object to having an actor buried from his church. “But there is a little church around the corner where
they have such funerals (Fitch 1).”

Interestingly, “the little church around the corner” is known world-wide today. Its
official name is The Church of the Transfiguration. It is an Episcopal Church in
downtown Manhattan. The story that meant so much to Eunice is recounted in detail on
its web site. The incident drew many players to the church (including the world-famous
actor—and brother of Lincoln’s assassin—Edwin Booth), which is still celebrated for its
charitable actions on behalf of performers (Little Church).
He That Is Well Paid Is Well Satisfied
Jennie and Mamie came onto the theatrical scene just as actors
were beginning to band together and fight for their rights.
Performers were independent agents dealing one on one with
managers of stock or touring companies. There was no central
association or institution to which they could turn with their
concerns. Since most performers were continually on the road, they did not communicate
with their brethren often. However, as more and more people entered the profession, and
as transportation and communication systems improved, there were additional occasions
to compare notes and commiserate. New York became the center of theatrical life, where
even traveling actors could gather and exchange information. In times past, actors had
been willing to accept their lot in life, both economically and as victims of
discrimination, for the love of their craft. However, this attitude might leave them
stranded or destitute when times grew tough—when they became ill, for example. As
their ranks increased, and as they realized their collective plight, they began to expect
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more for themselves. Consequently, they moved toward collective bargaining, contractual
negotiations and association building (McArthur 1995).
Whereas actors had been dependant on the good or bad will of individual
managers (who were more often than not former actors), they began to be part of a large
business machine that was impersonal and threatening. The Theatrical Syndicate,
composed primarily of businessmen not theater people, became extremely powerful at the
end of the 19th century. The Syndicate managed many productions, setting the terms
under which theater was conducted, including the manner in which actors were paid and
treated (Harding 1929, 5-6). Its dominance between the years 1896 and 1910 created a
dramatic tension between the artistic motivations of the actor verses the efficiency
interests of the businessman (McArthur 2000, 214-215/Witham 1996, 170).
A desire to maintain creative control coupled with social and financial inequities
drove actors, like other occupations at the time, to professionalize. They began to voice
their opinions, hoping to advance their standing in society and their rights as workers
(McArthur 2000, 92/Simon 1972, 28/Witham 1996, 170). Many artistic changes in
acting, production and playwriting resulted from this reaction to increased
commercialism (Witham 1996, 171). In addition, lifestyle issues, including health and
safety, became more important than ever before.
The troubles of actors in need, including those who were sick, elderly, or
impoverished, became a central focus in the movement to professionalize. Fundraising
benefits had long been held to assist popular actors; it wasn’t hard to raise money for
celebrities. Those without a recognizable face were less fortunate. Various charities
including the General Theatrical Fund in 1829, The American Dramatic Fund
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Association in 1848 and the Actor’s Order of Friendship in 1849 had been established
earlier in the century to help. However, their membership rosters and corresponding
financial resources were not adequate to meet the demand (Simon 1972, 11-20/Wilmeth
1999, 450). With actors “living and dying in neglect,” the Actors’ Fund was established
in 1882 (McArthur 2000, 92). Financed through annual fundraising performances at
theaters across the country, with actors and producers donating their time and resources,
the Actors’ Fund quickly began providing financial support to aging and sick thespians
(who did not have to be dues paying members to enjoy benefits). It focused on the need
to bury actors with dignity and established the Actors’ Fund Home for ailing actors and
retirees (Actors’ Fund, “History,” “Lillian Booth”/McArthur 2000, 95/New York
Times/Simon 1972, 175-200/Wilmeth 1999, 450).
Of note: The Actor’s Protective Union was the first effort made by actors to
unionize. It began in the 1860s, evolving to the Actors National Protective Union in the
1890s. The Actors’ Equity Association was begun in 1913. Considered the first modern
union, the latter became associated with organized labor in 1919 and developed a great
deal of power from that point on (Funding Universe). These organizations had more
wide-ranging aims than those of the Actors’ Fund, concerned with broad professional
issues rather than rescuing poor and ailing actors. But the Actors’ Fund played a pivotal
role in this larger movement, showing actors they could band together successfully to
help their colleagues. The organization also raised public opinion of actors (McArthur
2000, 92, 98).
The formation of the Actors’ Fund and the movement toward unionization
reflected the nation’s newfound concern for social justice, which later became known as
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the Progressive Era. Another related effort arose in the latter part of the 19th century: the
crusade to protect children’s rights (McArthur 1995). Elbridge Gerry co- founded the
New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in 1875 (NYSPCC). Gerry
was especially passionate about the need to protect child actors, and his efforts resulted in
protective legislation: New York’s Act to Prevent and Punish Wrongs to Children. The
law was enacted in 1876 and prevented children from performing in certain venues (Vey,
53). The Society was given significant power under the Act, since it processed
performance applications and was therefore responsible for deciding who performed who
did not. While abuse and exploitation of children in the profession could not be denied,
the Act and the Society were controversial, as both entertainers and producers felt it
restricted their industry artistically and commercially. A campaign was begun to counter
the bad publicity, with former child actors coming forward to proclaim their positive
experiences (McArthur 1995). Historians have also speculated that although the need for
protection was clearly apparent, the law as written seemed directed at performers of
certain types and in lower classes such as Italian immigrants (Vey).
Eunice made mention of the Society in her
date book two times. She was interviewed by
its representatives twice so they could
determine whether her girls should perform
or not. On one occasion, the sisters were
allowed to proceed but on another, they were not. Eunice never explained why they were
stopped (Fitch 1, November 1894 and January 1895).
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The Mamie Elmore I knew and loved told enchanting tales of high adventure that
charmed her listeners. She recounted these stories with humor and good cheer, so I never
thought to question her happiness as a child. She seemed truly devoted to the memories
of her mother and sister. Still, I have since learned she had secrets, secrets she maintained
with care, two of which I didn’t learn until reading these documents. Surely, she had
many hidden sorrows I can never hope to know. I do feel fortunate, however, to have had
a glimpse of her life through these pages. I appreciate her character, which developed
through challenge as well as talent, so much more.
While it’s been extremely special to deepen my understanding of my
grandmother, it was actually Eunice Fitch who took center stage during the course of this
project. It seems to me she was a remarkable person, strong and gifted. Whether she
misused her children in any way I doubt but cannot assert with objectivity. To me, her
love comes through these pages with unmistakable clarity.
Leading such an uncertain, unstable life must have been extremely difficult for
Eunice, as for most actors at the time. And yet, the creative drive is such that devotion
propelled her, the Elmore sisters and their colleagues through many harsh and
discouraging experiences. There were risks, as we have seen—exhausting schedules,
rigorous physical demands, unpleasant personal encounters, and inconsistent living and
working conditions. Only the most severe illnesses stood in their way, however.
Otherwise, they kept going. While it’s true the need to be paid accounts for some of this
attitude, the need to perform was awfully powerful. It’s amazing to see the energy that
comes from loving your art. They set a fine example.
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